Techies of Gurgaon can now shop
at Reliance Digital on Sohna Road
17 Mar 2012
The residents of Gurgaon
have another reason to feel
cheerful. The latest reason is
the opening of ‘The Reliance
Digital' in the Raheja Mall
Sohna Road. The techies of
the city can now have their
own space to browse and
shop for the latest
technological products that
large super store Reliance
Digital boasts of in the Raheja
Mall. With the opening of
Re l i a n c e D i g i t a l , m a ny
families are expected to visit the place thereby making it one of liveliest hub
and shopper's paradise.
This latest addition to the mall was inaugurated amid much fanfare and
pompous ceremonies that took place in the atrium of mall. Mr Navin Raheja,
Chairman and MD Raheja Developers along with Mr Sudhir Bhalla, North India
Head Reliance Digital marked their presence at the inauguration ceremony.
Talking on the sidelines of the event about the association with the Reliance
Digital, Mr Navin Raheja said, "I feel fortunate enough to be a part of the
inauguration ceremony of Reliance Digital in Raheja Mall. Hoping the store
becomes a grand success in providing customer satisfaction helping the retail
sector with better opportunities of growth. Placed at a strategic location, we
wish the word of mouth spreads like fire thereby making the store a huge hit."
The fully operational mall also has other top notch brands including Samsung,
Blackberry, LG among many others.
Enjoying locational adavantage and its excellent connectivity to Sohna Road
and National Highway 8, the Raheja Mall received impetus from leading brands
and residences from nearby areas. It is built over 3.5 acres of land and is
located on the 60 mtr wide sector road which is running as a mixed use of
development of Retail and office space.
An exotic shopper's delight, the Raheja Mall at the entrance to main GurgaonSohna Road is a standing iconic monument of the architectural excellence of
the Raheja Developers Group. It is strategically located amidst numerous
residential projects like Unitech's south city -II, Malibu Towne, Vipul's Orchid
Gardens among many others. Hence, it is witnessing a tremendous amount of
upsurge in terms of footfall.
With many upcoming commercial and residential projects in the pipeline, the
Sohna road promises to be premium real estate destination and a promising
niche in the times to come.

